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https://
members.gcsepod.com/
shared/podcasts/title/ 
(the rest of the website 

links are below…)  Part 1: Germany and the Growth of Democracy  

G1 I understand who Kaiser Wilhelm was and his early reforms    
10657/65441 

10657/65442 

10657/65443 

10657/65444 

10657/65445  

G2 I understand the impact of WW1 on the Kaiser and on the German peo-
ple 

   

G3 I understand the Weimar Republic's political system : proportional rep-
resentation, voting and the different institutions. 

   

G4 I can explain the terms of the Treaty of Versailles and why the German 
people hated it 

   
10657/65446 

10657/65447 

G5 I can describe the political challenges that faced the Weimar Republic 
and explain their impact 

   

10657/65446 

10657/65447 

10657/65450 

10657/65448 

10657/65449 

G6 I can explain and analyse the success of Stresemann's reforms    10657/65474 

G7 I can describe Weimar Culture    10657/65475 

Part 2: Germany and the Depression   

G8 I can describe the effects of the Depression and how it helped the Nazi 
party 

   10658/65452 

G9 I can make a judgement as to what factor helped the Nazi party the 
most during the interwar years 

    

G10 I can explain how different factors enabled Hitler to become Chancel-
lor- the 1930 and 1932 election,  scheming by Von Papen and Hindenburg  

   
10658/65452 

10658/65453 

G11 I can explain how Hitler removed opposition to become the Fuhrer: 
Reichstag Fire, Enabling Act, NOLK, Death of Hindenburg 

   

65454         65455 

65457         65458 

65456 

Part 3: The Experience of Germans under the Nazis   

G12 I can explain the Nazis economic policies on employment, self sufficien-
cy and explain how they impacted on ordinary Germans 

   
10659/65459 

10659/65463 

G13 I can describe Nazi Youth policy- schools, universities, Hitler Youth and 
rebel groups 

   
10659/65467 

10659/65468 

G14 I can describe Nazi policy towards women- marriage loans, motherhood 
cross, the 3 K's, Lebensborn and assess its' success 

   
10659/65469 

10659/65466 

G15 I can describe Nazi policy towards the Church and other religious 
groups 

   10659/65470 

G16 I can describe who 'the undesirables' were, persecution of the Jews 
and Final Solution 

   

10659/65460 

10659/65461 

10659/65473 

G17 I can explain how the Nazis kept control    

10659/65465 

10659/65466 

10659/65462 

G18 I can explain resistance to the Nazis     
10659/65472 

10659/65464 

G19 I can explain the impact of the war on the German people    10659/65471 
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PAPER 1: Understanding the Modern World 
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https://
members.gcsepod.com/
shared/podcasts/title/ 
(the rest of the website 

links are below…)  Part 1: The Causes of the First World War   

C1 I can describe the long term causes of WW1- Alliance system, Morocco, 
Bosnia, Kaiser Wilhelm, Splendid Isolation, arms & Naval Race    

12353/76087 

12353/76089 

12353/76088 

12353/76090 
C2 I can describe the events of the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdi-
nand    12353/76091 

C3 I can explain how the assassination led to war    12353/76091 

C4 I understand what the Schlieffen Plan was and how it led to war    12445/76447 

C5 I can make a judgement about which cause was the most important in 
starting WW1     

Part 2: The First World War- Stalemate  

C6 I can explain why the Schlieffen plan failed and how it led to stalemate    12445/76447 

C7 I can explain the events of the Battle of the Marne and how it led to 
trench warfare    

12445/76451 

12445/76454 

C8 I can describe what conditions in the trenches were like and assess 
whether it was really so bad    

12445/76457 

12445/76484 

C9 I can describe the weaponry used in WW1    
12445/76463 

12445/76487 

C10 I can explain the events and significance of the battles of Verdun, the 
Somme and Passchendaele    

12445/76467 

12445/76470 

12445/76474 

C11 I can explain the events and significance of the battle of Gallipoli    12445/76477 

C12 I can explain why the war at sea was important- Jutland, U Boats and 
convoys    12445/76477 

Part Three: Ending the War  

C13 I can explain what the Bolshevik Revolution was and how it led to Russia 
surrendering from WW1    13117/79477 

C14 I can explain why the USA joined the war and the impact that this had    13117/79480 

C15 I can describe what was happening on the German Home Front and how 
this led to the Spring Offensive    13117/79483 

C16 I can explain the allied forces Hundred Days campaign and how it led to 
victory    13117/79483 

C17 I can examine what life was like on the German Home Front- armistice, 
abdication of the Kaiser, ending the war    

13117/79489 

13117/79485 

13117/79492 

C18 I can analyse the contributions of Foch & Haig to the allied effort    13117/79483 
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https://
mem-

bers.gcsepod.com/
shared/podcasts/title/ 
(the rest of the web-
site links are below…)  Part 1: Medicine stands still  

M1 I can explain medieval causes, cures & who you would be treated by    
10670/65550 
65553     65555 

M2 I can explain the significance of the ideas of Hippocrates and Galen     10670/65550 

M3 I can explain the influence of Christianity & Islam on Medieval medicine    
10670/65552 
10670/65551 

M4 I can explain what medieval surgery was like    10670/65555 

M5 I can explain what medieval public health in towns and monasteries was like    10670/65554 

M6 I can describe medieval causes, treatments & impact of the Black Death    10670/65556 

Part 2: The beginnings of change  

M7  I can describe what the Renaissance was and the impact it had     10755/65978 

M8 I can describe the work and impact of Pare, Vesalius and Harvey    
10755/70250 
65980     65981 

M9 I can describe what early modern hospitals were like & compare them to me-
dieval hospitals 

   10755/65983 

M10 I can describe the causes, treatments and impact of the Great Plague and 
compare it to the Black Death 

   
10670/65556 
10755/65984 

M11 I can explain the significance of John Hunter and describe early modern 
surgery 

   10755/65983 

M12 I can describe how smallpox was treated (inoculation), how Edward Jenner 
developed his vaccination and the opposition he faced 

   10755/70256 

Part 3: A revolution in medicine 

M13 I can explain the work and significance of Pasteur and Germ Theory    11395/70259 

M14 I can explain the work and significance of Koch    11395/70263 

M15 I can describe the discovery and impact of the magic bullets    11395/71225 

M16 I can explain the discovery of anaesthetics their impact- ether, laughing 
gas and chloroform (Simpson) 

   11395/70273 

M17 I can explain the discovery of antiseptics- Lister and Carbolic Acid    11395/70276 

M18 I can describe how there was a move towards aseptic surgery    11395/70276 

M19 I can describe the problems that public health still faced: Cholera, housing    
11395/70283 
11395/70252 

M20 I can describe the impact of health reformers- Chadwick, Snow, Hill, Farr    11395/70266 
M21 I can explain what the government did to help- Great Clean up, Bazalgette, 
1848 and 1875 PH acts 

   
11395/70266 
11395/70252 

Part 4: Modern Medicine   

M22 I can describe the discovery and development of penicillin    11396/71227 

M23 I can describe the discovery of DNA and the impact on medicine    11396/71234 

M24 I can explain alternative treatments eg. Acupuncture, hypnotherapy    11396/71233 

M25 I can explain the impact of war on surgery- X rays, blood transfusions, 
transplants 

   
71228     71234 
71226     71229 

M26 I can explain modern surgical methods- keyhole surgery, lasers & radiation 
therapy 

   11396/71234 

M27 I can explain why the government wanted to start being involved in public 
health-Booth and Rowntree, Boer War, poverty, change in political thinking 

   11396/71232 

M28 I can describe the Liberal social reforms     11396/71230 

M29 I can explain the impact of WW1 and WW2 on public health    11396/71230 

M30 I can explain what the Beveridge report was and how it led to the creation 
of a welfare state 

   11396/71231 

M31 I can explain the creation of the NHS and why some people opposed it    11396/71231 

M32 I can give examples of C21st Public Health reforms    11396/71230 

The History Department—GCSE PLC 
PAPER 2: Shaping the Nation 

SECTION A: Health and the People c1000 to 
the present day 
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https://
members.gcsepod.com/
shared/podcasts/title/ 

(the rest of the website 
links are below…)  Part 1: Elizabeth’s Court and Parliament   

E1 I can explain who Elizabeth was- her character and background    12160/75227 

E2 I can describe what court life was like, patronage and the role of the 
privy council    12160/75229 

E3 I can explain the key problems that Elizabeth faced when she came to 
the throne- foreign policy, taxation, MQS, succession, Ireland, religion 

   12160/75264 

E4 I can explain why it was significant that Elizabeth never married    12160/75264 
E5 I can describe the causes, events and impact of the Essex Rebellion    12160/75266 

E6 I can describe the events and significance of the Nolfolk rebellions    12162/75250 

Part 2: Life in Elizabethan Times  

E7 I can describe aspects of the Golden Age- living standards, fashions, 
prosperity, gentry, theatre (PROJECT WORK) 

   
12161/75290 
12161/75302 

E8 I can describe causes, attitudes and policies towards poverty in Eliza-
bethan England 

   12161/75295 

E9 I can explain why Elizabethan sailors were exploring the world includ-
ing the role of Hawkins 

   12161/75315 

E10 I can describe the contributions of Drake and Raleigh    12161/75318 

Part 3: Troubles at Home and Abroad  

E11 I can explain the Religious Settlement of 1559    12162/75243 

E12 I can explain the threats posed by Catholicism- Northern Rebellion, 
Ridolphi Plot, St Bartholomew's Day Massacre, Throckmorton Plot    12162/75250 

E13 I can explain why MQS was a threat to Elizabeth and why she was 
executed (the Babington Plot) and the impact that it had    12162/75257 

E14 I can describe the turning points in policy towards the Catholics- 
1570, 1580 

   12162/75243 

E15 I can describe who the Puritans were and why they were a threat to 
Elizabeth 

   12162/75236 

E16 I can describe the causes of the Armada- economic, religious, politi-
cal, personal 

   
12162/75270 
12162/75277 

E17 I can describe the events of the Armada and why it failed    12162/75284 

Part 4: The Historic Environment (changes each year) 

I can describe the main motivations for the site.     

I can describe the main reason for choosing the location of the site.     

I can describe the main function/purpose of the site.     

I can explain the structure and what this shows about culture, values, so-
ciety, fashion, developments, changes and technology of the time. 

    

I can explain the key people that are linked to the site.     

I can explain the key events that are linked to the site.     

The History Department—GCSE PLC 
PAPER 2: Shaping the Nation 

SECTION B: Elizabethan England c1568-
1603 


